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( 1) Quantum efficiency /integration time.
(2)

Dynamic range.

(3) Spectral response.
(4)

Format size.

This
emorandum is primarily concerned with treating the comparison
of sil},er halide f iln1 versus solid state photodiode detectors with respect
to quantun1 efficiency and dynamic range as related to image quality
I
performance. Both the Westinghouse and TRW detectors have a sufficient
!
spectral response to form useful in1ages, and both can be configured with
adeqJate format sizes for the near real time application. However, it
is wohh noting that the Westinghouse photodiode array has a considerably
broa~er spectral response than does silver halide fihn. The potential
value of this broad response characteristic has not yet been fully assessed.
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SUBJECT: A Comparison of Silver Halide Film and Linear Arrays
of Solid State Photodiodes as the Image Transducer
for a Near Real Time Readout System

2. The Reference develops the basic equations governing
the image quality performance of any system involving a sampling
I
proce~s. Figure 1 shows the two fundamental equations derived in
1
the R1 ference for the two limiting conditions of transducers dominated by internal noise and transducers dominated by shot noise due
to the statistical distribution of the photon flux from the scene.
Although these equations were specifically developed for the case
of ar~ays of discrete detectors, they can be directly applied to any
.
imagi~g system which is characterized by a two-dimensional sampling
proce~s. In the more general case, {X) refers to the characteristic
samp]ing dimension referred to the focal plane of the optical system,
(TA) fefers to the transfer factor associated with the sampling process,
ancf Ut) refers to the effective area of the sampling aperture. The
opticafl system parameters are generally applicable as are the scene
para,.eters. The detector quantum efficiency ( '{) and the integration
tirn.e fharactcristic of the imaging process are also concepts independent
of anl particular transducer and, similarly, for internal transducer
elect~ical noise and photon noise generated as a function of CB), the
average scene radiance.
3. The analysis that follows compares two imaging systerns,
one designed around linear arrays of solid state detectors and the
secorld designed around silver halide film with on-orbit processing
and laser scanner readout. Both systems are presurned to have the
same/ optical system diameter LJbut with the focal length adjusted
to maitch the characteristics of the two transducers. Tables I and II
sumciarize the key imaging sys terns characteristics for the two cases.
I

i

/ 4. For the silver halide system, an F / 4 optical system
and type 1414 film was selected. This is approximately the F /
numb~r of the current GAMBIT-3 system which also uses type
1414 ;film. The exposure times required to satisfy the film
expodure
criteria over the relevant range of average scene
I
radia!nce values for this choice of F /number is shown in
Figude 2. This analysis is based on the assumption that uncompensdted image motions are sufficiently small so that the resulting
I

I
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imaget quality degradation is negligible. This condition would be
diffic~lt to satisfy for the larger exposure times (5-10 ms) and,
thereiore, the film system performance estimates are optimistic
for th~ low scene brightness condition. It is also possible to choose
a lar~er F /number leading to improved performance for bright
scenef and accepting the resulting ir:nage quality penalties for scenes
of lo~er average brightness. However, all of these considerations
are refinements which would not significantly impact the conclusions
of thiJ memorandum.

5. A number of other simplifying assumptions have been
made with regard to the silver halide system. However, all of
these assumptions tend to err on the side of making the film system
perfo ,mance appear better than could be expected in practice.
First~ silver halide film is assumed to be photon noise limited as
oppospd to film grain noise limited. Most of the calculations for
the si~ver halide system have been carried out for both quantum
effici~ncies of . 005 and . 01. Experimental measurements on typical
film
aterials indicate that for optimum processing and ideal
expos re the effective value of film quantum efficiency falls between
these .two numbers. The film processing assurned in this analysis
is si I ar to that currently used for ground processing of type 1414
film
e Figure 3). No additional degradations were included for
any pbtential degradation resulting from on-orbit film processing.
The 1is er readout process is assumed to be noiseless. Also, the
1
effeci of the film optical properties on the laser readout transfer
function have been assumed negligible. Finally,· the scene brightness
statistics used are characteristic of minimum haze conditions. This
assu ption also favors silver halide film since haze will tend to bias
the b:irightness statistics towards increased average scene radiance
and 1 wer contrast.

ii

6. In order to formulate a comparative analysis, it is necessary to assume a scene model. Figure 4 shows the relationship
betw en average scene radiance and sun angle for a 12% reflectance
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target and minimum haze conditions. Although there are variations
in av¢rage scene reflectance model depending upon target type,
this rilodel is supported by experimental data as a reasonable
repr~sentation of the 11 average 1 ' world. In any case, the analysis
that follows is not sensitive to this selection. Unlike conventional
film ~ystems where the exposed filT?- is recovered for direct viewing,
the bq.sic quantity of interest is radiance changes in the ground scene
to be maged. The signal-to-noise performance of sampled systems
can b measured either against a given radiance difference ( AB)
as
ed to be constant over all sun angles or against a given
reflef tance difference in the ground scene resulting in a radiance
diffe~ence input to the system varying as a function of sun angle.
The fpllowing analysis is developed for both models and the conclusions I on the comparative imaging performance of the solid state
detec ors and silver halide film are not significantly different for
ei the model.
7. Figure 5 compares a fa1nily of silver halide film system
designs to a family of solid state array system designs. In this case,
the itj'laging performance is maintained for a constant radiance different:e of 6. 8 watts per square meter per steradian (400 foot lamberts)
at a sJignal-to-noise ratio of 5. The ground sampled distance (GSD)
para1feter is designed into a system and is a characteristic determined
by fo!al length, altitude, and sampling pitch. The curves of Figure 5
for s·lver halide systems and solid state array systems are the locus
of po·nts for which a system could be designed to achieve a signal-tonoise ratio of 5 for the given radiance difference. For example, a
silve, halide system can be designed with a GSD of 20 inches at an
averaJge scene radiance of approximately 15 watts per square meter
I
per steradian. This average scene radiance correspo·nds to a sun
elevation angle of approximately 44 degrees for the assumed scene
I
mode!. For a film system designed for a 30 inch GSD, this same
signa -to-noise ratio condition is met at a higher average scene
brigh ness of approximately 25 watts per square meter per steradian
appr priate to a sun angle approaching 90°. This variation in silver
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halide. system performance is accounted for by the increasing
I
contribution of photon noise with increasing average scene brightness Jnd decreasing integration time required to maintain a proper
film ekposure. The solid state detectors on the other hand have a
!
sufficiently
wide dynamic range so the integration time need not be
I
decreased with increasing average scene brightness. Furthermore,
for de~ectors characterized by a nofse equivalent signal of 1. 2 microjoules/ per square meter, the total noise of the imaging process is
dominrted by this internal electrical noise and even for bright scenes,
photort noise is only a negligible contributor as shown by the N=l. 2
I
1nicroooules per square meter curve in Figure 5. The N=O curve in
Figurf 5 shows the performance of solid state detectors assuming
that the internal noise is reduced to negligible proportions leaving
only photon noise. The qun.ntu....-yi efficiency 0£ the detectors is 0. 43,
avera~ed over the O. 4 to O. 8 micron portion of the optical spectrum.

I

8. The silver halide film system performance approaches
that of the internal electrical noise-dominated solid state array
I
detecuors
at an average scene brightness of approximately 5 watts
I
per s~uare meter per steradian. In this region the silver halide
exp::::isp-re times have increased to over five milliseconds and, in
an acfiual system design, significant image motion degradation
would/ begin to occur. As mentioned above, this effect is not included
in thej analysis. Nonetheless, the performance of the solid state
array/ detectors is everywhere better than silver halide film even
for thle non-ideal internal noise limited. devices. Some detectors
are n?W being made with internal noise sufficiently low to approximate fhe N=O curve. In this case, the solid state array performance
is twoI to four times better than that for silver halide film. The
silve:tr halide film curve in Figure 5 is for an effective quantun1.
efficirncy of O. 01.

I

9. Figure 5 is a parametric comparison of different potential
systep-1s designs. Figures 6 & 7 on the other hand select specific
1
desig s for a silver halide film system and for a solid state array
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I
systek and compare the performance of those designs over a range
of s c~ne conditions. In both designs the ground sample dimension
has bfen fixed at 12 inches. Again, the optical diameter and the
operating altitude of the systems are identical. Figure 6 shows the
I
signa1-to-noise ratio that would be achieved as a function of average
scene: brightness for a constant radi.ance difference of 6. 8 watts per
squarle meter per steradian. Figure 7 is the same relationship
assur:hlng a constant reflectance difference in the ground scene of
0. 06 - I The apparent radiance difference in this case is a function
of average scene radiance through the solar elevation and equals
6. 8 w~tts per square meter per steradian at a 40° sun angle. In
both dases, the solid state array system is internal noise limited
with ~ noise equivalent signal of 1. 2 microjoules per square meter.
Two ~ases are shown for film, one with a quantum efficiency of
0. 0051 and the other with a quantum efficiency of O. 01. Again,
exce_Rt for lovv scene radiances, the solid state array system is
I
everyjwhere better than the silver halide film system. For the
40° sµn angle and an average scene radiance of 13. 9 watts per
squar!e meter per steradian, the solid state array system provides
I
approlximately two and one-half times the signal-to-noise ratio
pe:dotmance of the silver halide film system.
10. Still another way of comparing the system performance
is to how the minimum reflectance difference which could be
reproiduced through either of the syste1ns at a given signal-to-noise
ratio /(Figure 8). This method of comparison, however, leads to
exact}y the same conclusions as those based on Figures 5, 6, and 7.
For sompleteness, Figure 9 is included to show the co1nparison
betwden an ideal photon noise limited solid state detector and silver
halidJ film.
11. Figure 10 compares a film readout system based on the
GAMJBIT-3 44 11 diameter optical system operated at 1 70 n. mi. with
the~~-----~solid state array system operated at 283 n. mi.
Again both systems are evaluated for the 12 11 nadir GSD design point.
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i

I
Because
com
this

I

the reduced altitude for the film system does not completely
ate for the smaller optical diameter, the perforinance in
e compares even less favorably with the solid state array

12. The general trend of th~ results discussed in the preceding paragraphs are what should be expected from an inspection
of thei equations in Figure 1. The two key parameters dominating
1
the i~ age quality performance of the two transducer systems are
the q antum efficiency and the integration time. The quanb.un
effici ncy of the solid state detectors is approxim.ately two orders
of mafgnitude greater than that of silver halide film (0. 5 versus 0. 005).
On th~ other hand, because of the linear construction of the solid
state~arrays, practical system designs are lirnited to integration
times no greater than three to four milliseconds while silver halide
film ys terns can be desj gned to integration times of five to ten
milliJeconds. Comparing a one millisecond solid state array system
with
quantum efficiency of 0. 5 to a ten millisecond silver halide
film Jystem with a quantum efficiency of 0. 005, the product of these
two qfantities is an order of magnitude greater for the solid state
ar ra ~s than for film. This leads to a ground sample dimension
distafce advantage for solid state arrays of something like the square
root (I) f ten. This advantage is s on,ewhat reduced because of the
relatf.lvely large sources of internal noise characteristic of solid
state detectors currently being fabricated, but this internal noise
is al eady sufficiently low to give the solid state devices a substantial
perfo mance edge over silver halide film based readout systems for
most operating conditions.

J

13. A more meaningful operational co1nparison between the
two t pes of systems can be made by examining the actual statistics
of av:erage scene radiance against the target distribution of interest.
Figurie 11 is a probability density function derived from examining
the attual distribution of GAMBIT-3 tar getting for the year 1968.
This :·ncludes some 45,000 targets. Assuming the constant delta
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I

reflec:tance scene model, Figure 12 shows the probability density
as a f~rnction of signal-to-noise ratio that would have been achieved
by the/ silver halide :r:eadout system and the solid state array sys tern
with the internal noise limited detectors. As can be seen from
Figurt 11, an appreciable fraction of the 1968 GAMBIT-3 targets
were raken at low sun angles. Here. again, any potential image
motioµ degradation at long exposure times required by the film
I
systerµ. have been neglected. Even though these effects have not
been rpodeled in this comparison, something in excess of 60% of
1968 d:iAMBIT-3 targets would have been imaged with better quality
I
by the! solid state array system.
14. Dynamic range enters this transducer comparison in two
ways. As has been discussed above, the dynamic range of film is
great enough to produce useful images of most scenes photographed
under reasonable illumination conditions. However, the range of
radia ce values in 1nany scenes is sufficiently great so that the
expos re time must be carefully adjusted as a function of average
scene[ radiance to keep the average scene exposure on the linear,
high ~esolution portion of the film response curve (see Figure 3).
I
This {eduction·in exposure tilne with increasing scene brightness is
one 0£ the important contributors to the relatively lower performance
of th film system. However, even with optimun1 exposure control,
the f i, m dynamic range is not sufficient to accommodate many scenes
withe t appreciable loss of information. This degradation in quality
is a r sult of the strong dependence of film performance on exposure
as in icated by the variation in tri-bar target resolution with exposure
show , in Figure 3. In most scenes shadow areas will fall well down
on th~ toe of the response curve, while fully illmninated, high
refleqtance objects will fall well up toward the shoulder of the curve
(see Figure 12). A careful statistical study of brightness distributions
in scJnes of practical interest is necessary to determine the relative
impadt of these considerations, but clearly silver halide film is at
a disddvantage co1npared to solid state detectors characterized by
I
a dyn 'mic range several orders of magnitude greater than film.
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TABLE I
SILVER HALIDE FILM READOUT SYSTEM

283 n. mi.

Operating Altitude
Optical Diameter
Focal Length
Optical Transmission Factor
Film

Type 1414

Average Quantum Efficiency

. 005 - . 01

Laser Scanner Noise

0

TABLE II
SOLID STA.TE ARRAY SYSTEM

Operating Altitude

283 n. mi.

Optical Diameter
Focal Length
Optical Transmission Factor
Array Pitch (X)

I

Noise Equivalent Signal (N)

1. 2 micro joules /m

Average Quantum Efficiency

0.43

2
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